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LIASA  ANNUAL  GENERAL  MEETING  8th OCTOBER 2014 

 

LIASA Chairman Sanjeev Singh elected to stand down, having effectively 
carried the stewardship of the LIASA Association for 8 years. As presid-
ing Election Officer, Dr Theo Kleinhans thanked him for his sterling ef-
forts which have transparently developed LIASA to a more professional 
level in the Lift and Engineering Industry. 
 

Brendan Trower, nominated from the members present, was duly elected 
for the ensuing term of at least two years. Regrettably Brendan withdrew 
his acceptance last week. Sanjeev Singh after careful consideration,  
accepting a further year of office. Brendan Trower having presented him-
self as deputy, will then have the benefit of Sanjeev’s mentorship during 
this period with the focus on assisting Sanjeev to maintain momentum 
with the several LIASA projects in hand.  
 

Dr Kleinhans had advised the Meeting that since Sanjeev had been ap-
pointed on the Engineering Council by Ministerial edict, he has to com-
plete his incumbent terms of office on the Central Professional Registration 
Committee as well as the ECSA President Advisory  Council. Brendan could 
then be appointed in his stead.    
 

The National Executive Committee nominees were duly elected as stated above, 
with new member Eugene Ferreira from Escom bolstering the committee. Graham 
Mould was re-elected as east-Coast Chairman and Sanjeev Singh as KZN. The west-
Coast chairman is still to be confirmed. 
 

The ‘Doyen-of-the-Year’ was posthumously awarded to the Late Rodney Coetzee 
for his meritorious inputs into the Lift Industry over several decades.  

     

Billy Clifton of Cape Town, was award-
ed the Doyen Floating Trophy, inclusive 
of a cash voucher. As founder-member 
of the largest South African Lift Consult-
ing Engineering practice ‘WAC Projects’, 
Billy had proven himself over the last 
two decades as a guru on lift technology, 
regulations and standards. He according-
ly  regularly assisted with the updating of 
these regulations and  standards, with the 
prime focus on safety of public users. 
 

The ‘Young Up-and-Coming’ award was made to Clifford Kleinhans. Clifford 
likewise received a cash voucher for his efforts.  
 

Dr Theo Kleinhans stood down as ‘Educom Editor’  after over two decades. A 
unanimous nominee was Bonnie Peden, provided that Theo assisted her over the 
next few issues. We cannot wait to see  a ladies hand in the new presentation.  
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Landing Door Vision Panels 
 
About 80% of all lift incidents are door related and most of these 
incidents could have been prevented. A big contributor to 
these incidents is the vision panels in swing type landing 
doors. A great number of fatalities are already recorded, where 
persons have put their heads through a broken or missing vi-
sion opening. Unfortunately we cannot block these vision holes 
off, because it is a regulation to have vision panels on swing 
doors to indicate to a waiting passenger when the lift car has 
stopped on the landing and is ready for use. 
 

We also cannot blindly call for the replacement of these vision 
panels on lifts installed before 1 May 1994  -  Firstly they are 
deemed to comply and secondly, there is a Department of 
Labour Instruction (No. 34/2/10/1/7) dated 3 May 1993, 
which states that only after a glass vision panel breaks, it shall be 
replaced with a panel which provides a greater level of safety. 
 

This 1993 instruction continues to read: “Each case should 
be considered on its own merits using any of the following 
guidelines for acceptance of the existing vision panels: 

 Vision panels constructed of 6 mm laminated ar-
moured glass 

 Vision panels constructed of polycarbonate material 

 Vision panels constructed of reinforced glass 

 High level of security controlling the use of the lifts 

 No history of vandalism of the lift doors.” 
 

These panels cannot be replaced with expanded metal or sheets 
of steel with holes in it, because the SANS Specifications clear-
ly state that the landing doors shall be imperforate. 
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The SANS Specifications after 1994 also states that vision panels 
shall not be wider than 150 mm and panels wider than 80 mm 
shall not be placed on a height lower than 1 m from the floor. 
The door on the photo does not comply with firstly the height 
requirement and secondly, although not visible on the photo, 
the glass was replaced with expanded metal and steel flat straps. 
  

Illegal Modifications 
 
At one of the Grain Silo Groups there are three positive drive 
lifts (drum drives) installed by Y Norel & Co in 1961. I have 
never heard of this lift company, but it clearly was not a lift 
manufacturing company of note. These lift installations were 
done by bringing a lot of components from different manufac-
ture together. Wherever they could not find something to 
match, they manufactured their own. 
 

They used drum machines with two ropes and the cars run on 
100 x 50 channel irons as guide rails. The safety gears are of the 
broken rope type, but because there were no safety gears availa-
ble to work on channel irons, they manufactured their own in-
genious set-up on top of the lift cars where the two ropes hitch 
on and also contraptions under the cars as safety gears. 
 

These lifts cannot be failed on their manufacture, because they 
are registered with the then Department of Manpower. Since 
they have their certificates in the machinery rooms, this gives 
proof that they were tested and certified by the Department in 
1961  -  So the installations are today deemed to comply. 
 

The original installation had brakes, which consisted of two 
parts as required by SANS 50081-1, between the motor and the 
gearbox. Some independent lift company then went and re-
placed these brakes with brakes which are fitted on the other 
side of the worm shaft ... There is no engineering design or 
drawings available for these modifications! 
 

If a person cannot do the wiring to the new brakes properly, 
how can you then trust the couplings between the worm shafts 
and the new brakes? The ran-in user must now replace these 
machines because of the “illegal upgrades”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FROM  WILLEM  du  TOIT’S  DESK  -  NOVEMBER 2014   

ACCIDENTS  &  INCIDENTS  ARE  ‘CAUSED’ 
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By Peter Murray 
 

This year’s SABS conference was held at the Sandton Convention 
Centre on 15 October. The conference was very well attended, 
with delegates introduced to a wide variety of guest speakers. The 
conference started with a video presentation by Rob Steele, ISO 
Secretary General. Rob’s talk was broadcast to many country’s 
around the world in celebration of World Standards Day which was 
celebrated on  14 October. 
Dr. Boni, the CEO of SABS, gave an excellent talk on the value 
of Standards in the South African economy. Bruce Whitfield held 
the conference together well, by moderating and introducing the 
guest speakers in his relaxed and humorous manner. 
The conference was grouped into three categories ... 
 

Session One  :  Regional Quality Infrastructure in support of 
regional economic integration 
Session Two  :  The value of the SABS logo 
Session Three  :  Design and innovation 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Dr Sadhvir Bissoon, Executive, Standards SABS 
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SABS  CONFERENCE  -  15th OCTOBER  2014   

 

“ULTIMATELY, THE ONLY POWER TO WHICH MAN CAN ASPIRE TO IS THAT 
WHICH HE EXERCISES OVER HIMSELF” 

 

                                                                                                                                             Demosthenes 
 

“IT IS NOBLER TO DECLARE ONESELF WRONG THAN TO INSIST ON BEING 
RIGHT … ESPECIALLY WHEN YOU ARE RIGHT!” 

 

                                                                                                                                        Sir Philip Sidney 

 
 

 

The courses for 2014 were originally set for June & November. The June course was cancelled, 

but the November course will most definitely be held between 10th and 14th November, with the examination on Saturday 
29th November 2014.  On the application deadline date on Friday 17th October, there were already 19  applicants! 

 

Please contact Antoinette Marneweck if you still wish to attend this course, the earlier the better … 

Student Assistant; Mechanical Engineering  -  Telephone  -  +27 12 382 5164  &  Telefax  -  +27 12 382 5602 

                                   E-Mail  -  marneweckA@tut.ac.za     -     Website  -  www.tut.ac.za 
 

For our out-of-town colleagues who require accommodation … Accommodation is available on campus ...   

                                             Contact kosmos@tut.ac.za  or (012) 341-0890 for cost and booking.   

                 Off-site accommodation (walking distance)  - Figa Lapa Guesthouse at info@figalapa.co.za   (012) 335-4230. 

NEXT  TUT  LIFT INSPECTORS REGULATIONS’ COURSE 

 

Alfie Da Silva, Peter Murray and Bruno Isler represented  

LIASA  at the SABS Conference. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

              

  Bruno Isler, Chairperson of SABS TC 1082,  

              with Dr Boni Mehlomakulu, CEO of SABS 
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Educom reader Thea Swanepoel from SABC, sent in this 
photo of a giant Redwood tree cut down in California by 
lumberjacks circa 1900. The tree had taken approximately 
2000 years to grow to that stature. ‘Conservation’ appears 
not yet to have entered into their vocabulary  -  Imagine the 
same lot befalling our ‘Giants’ in the Knysna Forest, with 
only a similar photo available for our grand children one day 
in the future, never mind in a thousand year’s time. 

 

  PHOTO  GALLERY  -  ON  THE  LIGHTER  SIDE 
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Clarence Thompson sent these photos in, with the postulation as to whether a Nyala bull kissing him at Mabalingwe last 
month, is not higher rated than the ‘dog-&-koi kiss’ circulating on the net. He showed us his photo at the AGM, which we re-
quested him to forward to us. Then at our SA Hunter’s monthly meeting we heard the story behind the story  -  He was sharing 
a beer with this Nyala every afternoon, no wonder it was willing to kiss him for  another free handout … you decide ... 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In last month’s issue of Educom, we spoke about the ‘Flynne 
Effect’ that allows our children a greater exponential develop-
mental growth factor through ‘IT’ than the youngsters of yes-
ter-year. Googling this finding back a century, indicates that 
there was then more than just an ‘Einstein’ active in Europe.  
 

Russian-born Samuel Reshevsky although only 8 years old 
when this photo was taken, is seen here simultaneously play-
ing against 10 multiple chess masters in 1920 in Paris, a feat 
deemed impossible even by today’s standards  -  Yet by ap-
pearance a greater chess-master than Gary Casperov of our 
vintage. It will most assuredly have been an eye-opener to 
have an inkling of young Reshevsky’s IQ  -  Regrettably we 
could find no further detail in Google on him.   
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Proposed 2015 draft Guideline for 
Services and Processes for Estimating 
Fees for Persons Registered in terms 
of the Engineering Profession Act,(Act 

No.46 of 2000)  
  

You are invited to comment on the attached draft 
Guideline Fees for 2015.  

  

Background  
  

The Engineering Council of South Africa (ECSA) is statutory 
body, acting in terms of section 34 of the Engineering Pro-
fession Act, 46 of 2000 (EPA).  
  

ECSA has a Fees Committee, comprising of voluntary asso-
ciations, representatives of service providers and clients in 
the private and the public sectors, mandated to recommend 
updates of the Guideline Fees to Council annually.  
   

Call for Comment  
  

The determination of the Guideline Fees must be done after 
consultation with voluntary associations (includes LIASA), 
representatives of service providers and of clients in the 
public and private sectors.  
  

An invitation is made to ECSA stakeholders, including mem-
bers of the public to submit comments on the recommended 
Guidelines Fees by no later than the 27 October 2014. 
   

Submission of Comments  
  

All comments must be in writing and must be submitted to 
the Council (Attention: Ms T Singh) at the address provided 
below: 
 

Kind regards 
Tania Singh 
Legal Department 
Engineering Council of South Africa 
Waterview Corner Building, 2 Ernest Oppenheimer Avenue, Bruma Lake 
Office Park, Bruma, 2198, Johannesburg 
Tel/Direct: +27 (0)11 607 9594 | Fax: +27 (0)11 622 9295  
tania@ecsa.co.za | www.ecsa.co.za 
  

E-mail:tania@ecsa.co.za  
Tel: 011 6079594 

New ONR Technology Helps Sailors 
on the Digital Frontier 

 

“Think not what your country can do for you,  
but what you can do for your country …” 

 

Who uttered these immortal words? 

 
 

     NEW  CEO 
 

Mr  Sipho Madon-
sela has been ap-
pointed to the posi-
tion of the Chief 
Executive Officer 
(CEO) of the Engi-
neering Council of 
South Africa (ECSA) 
with immediate ef-
fect. 
  

 
 

Mr Sipho Madonsela, a qualified Mechanical Engineer, is 
currently the Chairman of Emzansi Engineers, a multidisci-
plinary engineering firm which he founded and has man-
aged for over 16 years. His core discipline areas include 
roads infrastructure, water applications, air-conditioning, 
ventilation, refrigeration and general industrial services.  He 
has a wealth of management experience in the engineering 
discipline, having served as president of the National Socie-
ty of Black Engineers (NSBE) of South Africa for five 
years.  NSBE is one of the Voluntary Associations (VA’s) 
which is recognised as a partner to ECSA.  In addition to 
this, Madonsela serves as member of SANRAL Board and 
Chairperson of its Contracts Sub-committee.  
 

“As a past-President of ECSA, Madonsela brings solid 
management and industry credentials to ECSA as the new 
CEO,” said Mr Cyril Gamede, current President of ECSA. 
“He has served on ECSA’s council in the past, and shares a 
vision for the continued growth of the profession that has 
positioned him as ideal to take over from his predecessor,” 
Gamede added.  He added that Mr Madonsela also served 
as the chairman of the Council of Built Environment 
(CBE), from 2006 to 2010. 
 

“As an engineer registered with ECSA since 1996, Madon-
sela has contributed greatly towards shaping the strategic 
plan of the council, and as we welcome him into this full-
time role, we will give him all our support in steering the 
profession to new heights”, said Edgar Sabela, who has 
served as acting CEO of ECSA since 1 July 2013. 
 

The Engineering Council of South Africa (ECSA) is a statu-
tory body established in terms of the Engineering Profes-
sion Act (EPA), 46 of 2000. The ECSA's primary role is the 
regulation of the engineering profession in terms of this 
Act. Its core functions are the accreditation of engineering 
programmes, registration of persons as professionals in 
specified categories, and the regulation of the practice of 
registered persons.  
   
 

 

 

  ENGINEERING  COUNCIL  of   SOUTH  AFRICA  NEWS  

ACTS  OF  KINDNESS 
 

“Generosity turns chaos into order and confusion into clarity. It can 
turn a meal into a feast and a house into a home, but most importantly 

… a stranger into a friend .. 
Gratitude makes sense of our past and brings peace for tomorrow”  

  

                                                                                 Mahatma Ghandi 

mailto:tania@ecsa.co.za
http://www.ecsa.co.za/
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Held 16th  October 2014 
ROYAL ELEPHANT HOTEL, CENTURION 

Summary data by Peter Murray 
 

The SANAS workshop for new applicants who are in the pro-
cess of registration (lift inspectors) was very well attended. 
Mike Young, Graeme Millward, Peter Murray and Shane 
Rupnarian attended from the elevator fraternity. 
 

Mpho Phaloane gave an overview of SANAS (Accredi-
tation) and how the organisation ties in with NMISA 
(Traceability), SABS (Standards) and NRCS (Regulations) as 
well as how all four bodies report to the Department of 
Trade and Industry. Mpho explained how SANAS evaluates 
factors which are rele-vant to an organisation’s ability to pro-
duce; precise, accurate test, calibration and inspection data.  
 

This includes the: 

 Technical competency of staff 

 Validity of methods 

 Traceability of measurements to national standards 

 Calibration and maintenance of equipment 

 Environmental conditions 

 Handling of test and inspection items 

 Quality assurance process 
 

Mpho explained the benefits of becoming accredited as: 

 Impartial feedback from experts against a defined 
scope of activity 

 Comparisons of technical ability against similar facil-
ities 

 Independent complaint mechanisms for clients 

 Recognition of competence 

 International benchmarking 
 

There are currently 177 SANAS Inspection accredited facili-
ties, two are Elevator and Escalator inspection bodies 
(Willem du Toit and Brendan Trower). 
 

Dawood Peterson explained SANAS terms and conditions. 
The terms and conditions can be found in document F147 
which is available on their web page. 
 

Shadrack Phophi presented the SANAS accreditation pro-
cess. The process was explained from submitting an applica-
tion right up to assessment and beyond. Interesting points 
were: 

 ISO 17020 document 

 Regulatory and technical requirements 

 Documents required by SANAS 

 Review of the QM 

 Pre-assessment 

 Non-conformance clearance procedure 

 Approval process 

 Maintenance of accreditation 

 Assessment cycle 
 

  SANAS  ‘NEW-APPLICANTS’  WORKSHOP   
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Mokgadi Rameetse explained the conditions and use of the accred-
itation symbol. SANAS symbols may not be used on business cards 
or products. Besides using the correct SANAS symbol it is accepta-
ble to use the statement … 
 

 “A SANAS accredited inspection body No. xxx”  
 

A certificate without the accreditation symbol or statement is viewed 
as being outside the scope of accreditation. 
Other topics covered: 

 Suspensions 

 Fee structure 

 Sourcing approved SANAS inspection bodies 

 Requirements for calibration 

 Complaints and appeals 
 

 Lift Inspection bodies would be well advised to attend any future 
“New Applicants Workshop”, as a wealth of information can be 
gained from experienced SANAS managers.  

 
 

ECSA  &  LIASA   
MEETING  SCHEDULE  2015 

 
The following provisional dates have been received from ECSA, to 
which we have adapted our LIASA meeting dates. All ECSA meet-
ings will be held at ECSA; and all LIASA meetings at Jeppe Quan-
dam … unless changed, of which prior advice will be given. 
 

ECSA LIRC :  Monday 2nd February 2015 
LIASA General :  Tuesday 3rd February 2015 
 

ECSA LIRC :  Monday 13th April 2015 
LIASA General :  Tuesday 14th April 2015 
 

ECSA LIRC :   TBA 
LIASA General :  Wednesday 10th June 2015 
 

ECSA LIRC :  TBA 
LIASA General :  Wednesday 12th August 2015 
 

ECSA LIRC :  Tuesday 6th October 2015 
LIASA AGM :  Wednesday 7th October 2015  

 

NEW  YEAR  2015 
 

“The New Year brings opportunity … 
for there is always much to be done, and perhaps the greatest  

opportunity is that of making a fresh start. 
The mistakes of the old year, its frustrations, its disappointments 

and muffed chances out of our minds. 
We can remember only what we have learned from our experience  

and  the wisdom that the old year gave us. 
We learnt that a miracle cannot prove that which is impossible … 

Rather that it is useful as a confirmation of what is possible.” 
 

                                                                                                                    Jacob M Boule  
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“When we were children, we used to think that when we are grown 
up, we would no longer be vulnerable  -  But to grow up is to accept 

vulnerability.” 
                                                                                  Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 

 

Photo forwarded by Peter Murray 
 

 
 
 
 
The Lift Industry was very well represented 
at the 15th October Conference, as seen by 
this photo  … 
 

(fltr)  Terrence Baker from Otis, Peter Mur-
ray from Melco, Hennie Hudson from 
Kone, Bruno Isler from SABS (Lifts TC)
(Independent consultant) and Hlaks 
Monyaki from DoL. 
 

SABS  CONFERENCE  -  LIFT  INDUSTRY  DELEGATES 

“Work hard and give it your best shot, never be a quitter. Each 
day do a little better than the day before, because no matter how 
good you are, you should always try to be better.” 
                                                                                                 Charity Taylor 
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  Modernisations vs. Compliancy….or a total ignorance thereof ?   
By Clifford Kleinhans    

Over the years the contentious issue of modernisations or upgrades has been discussed many a time with regards to compliancy 
with the regulations.  Yet we are still finding installations where a modernisation has been carried out and there are areas of the 
installation which do not conform to the latest regulations. 
 
In several past issues of Educom, colleague Willem Du Toit has written very descriptive articles on what the minimum safety 
requirements a lift modernisation should entail. We are now nearly four years into the new amended Lift, Escalator and Passen-
ger Conveyor Regulations, and it seems that many persons in the industry are still not au fait with what the Act tells us. Further-
more, if one studies the Occupational Health and Safety Act, there are several references made to eliminating or mitigating a 
risk, in other words “RISK ASSESSMENT”.  
 
The Act clearly defines that the safety of everyone must be taken into account. This is particularly important in our industry, yet 
the ignorance of complying with the act is overwhelmingly excessive. Do we simply first wait for an incident to happen before 
any action is taken? Or should we rather not make use of the many tools at our disposal to identify a risk and thereby eliminate 
the possibility for an incident to occur? 
 
If we are regarded as the “experts”, then why do we turn a blind eye to what is expected and required. As the experts we must 
ensure that after we walk off site, we are leaving a safe and compliant installation, not only from the commissioning inspection, 
but more importantly with periodic inspections. As inspectors and consultants, we need to adopt a ‘positive’ outlook on what 
safety is and how to safeguard people. We should assure that the safety of the public who use the installation, but also of the 
maintenance personnel, is never compromised. With this in mind, if we must responsibly advise and educate clients and lift 
service providers when it comes to a modernisation, which will ensure that we see fewer incidents and near misses. 
 
There are many standards which are not incorporated into the regulations, which deal with various additional safety aspects of 

lift installations. These range from the building regulations, risk analysis methodology and right through to rules for the im-

provement of safety of existing passenger and goods lifts. If we take all of these standards, and read in conjunction with the Act 

and Regulations, applying them to a modernisation, there will  no doubt be that risks will be near zero, assuming  the equipment 

is also adequately and frequently maintained……… but that is a topic on its own for another day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Equipment modernised a few years ago, note there is no guarding or rope keeps….by the way where’s the flywheel?  
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ELECTROMAGNETIC  RAILGUN  (EMR) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHAT IS AN EMR? 
 

The EMR launcher is a long-range weapon that fires projectiles using electricity instead of chemical propellants. Magnetic fields created by 
high electrical currents accelerate a sliding metal conductor, or armature, between two rails to launch projectiles at between 4,500 mph 
to 5,600 mph … approximately seven times the speed of sound! 
 

HOW DOES IT WORK? 
 

Electricity generated by the ship is stored over several seconds in the pulsed power system. Next, an electric pulse is sent to the railgun, 
creating an electromagnetic force accelerating the projectile to Mach 7,5. Using its extreme speed on impact, the kinetic energy warhead elim-
inates the hazards of high explosives in the ship and unexploded ordnance on the battlefield. 
 

WHAT WILL IT ACCOMPLISH? 
 

With its increased velocity and extended range, the EMR will give Sailors a multi-mission capability, allowing them to conduct precise 
naval surface fire support or land strikes; ship defense; and surface warfare to deter enemy vessels. The Department of the Navy’s sci-
ence and technology corporate board chartered the Innovative Naval Prototype (INP) construct to foster game-changing and disruptive 
technologies ahead of the normal requirements process. The Electromagnetic Railgun INP was initiated in 2005. The goal during Phase 
1 is a proof-of-concept demonstration where 32 mega-joule muzzle energy has been achieved. A future weapon system at this energy 
level would be capable of launching a 100-nautical mile projectile. This launch energy has the advantage of being able to stress many 
components to evaluate full-scale mechanical and electromagnetic forces. 
 

 Phase I was focused on the development of launcher technology with adequate service life, development of reliable pulsed power 
technology and component risk reduction for the projectile. 

 

 Phase II, which started in 2012, will advance the technology for transition to an acquisition program. Phase II technology efforts 
will concentrate on demonstrating a rep-rate fire capability. Thermal management techniques required for sustained firing rates will 
be developed for both the launcher system and the pulsed power system. 

 

The railgun is a true warfighter game-changer. Wide-area coverage, exceptionally quick response and very deep magazines will extend 
the reach and lethality of ships armed with this technology. 
 

For more information go to  …  http://www.onr.navy.mil/~/media/Images/081120-N-7676W-098_340x200.ashx 
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NEW  ENGINEERING  TECHNOLOGY  IN  USA  WARFARE 

http://www.onr.navy.mil/en/Science-Technology/Directorates/Transition/innovative-naval-prototypes.aspx
http://www.onr.navy.mil/~/media/Images/081120-N-7676W-098_340x200.ashx
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  LIASA  CONTACT  DETAILS  

Bonnie Peden  -  National executive Secretary 

Office: (011) 869-4975  -  Telefax: (011) 869-2122 
  

E-Mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za 

Website Address: www.iliasa.org.za 

PO Box 899,  Southdale,  2135 

 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
 
 

ARLINGTON, Va.  -  During the world’s largest international maritime 
exercise last month (August 2014), Sailors demonstrated a new system 
that could transform the future of electronic warfare and defense of 
ships at sea. 

Sponsored by the Office of Naval Research (ONR), Electronic Warfare Battle 
Management (EWBM) for Surface Defense, will help Sailors and Marines 
coordinate electronic countermeasure responses to inbound threats 
faster than is possible through traditional voice communications, reduc-
ing the need to respond with expensive munitions. 
 

With the explosion of digital technologies, control of information in the 
electromagnetic spectrum is more important than ever when it comes 
to military campaigns. To achieve information dominance, Navy leaders 
are emphasizing the use of electronic warfare, in which operators can deny 
or deceive adversary sensors and radars with electronic signals. 
 

“Electronic warfare is about controlling and using energy while taking away our adversary’s ability to use it,” said David Tremper, ONR pro-
gram officer for electronic warfare. “With this system, Sailors and Marines will be able to exchange spectrum and threat information  

between platforms so they can make more informed decisions in situations where time and accuracy are crucial.”  
 

 

LIASA in 1995, to qualify for ECSA (Engineering Council) recognition 

as a ‘Voluntary Association’ (VA  -  Article 21 Association), formal Arti-

cles of Association were required, along with a formalized membership struc-

ture. These were drawn up by founder members Dr Theo Kleinhans and Steve 

le Roux. Steve was elected as Chairman of the National Executive Commit-

tee in Gauteng, with Theo as Executive Secretary-Treasurer; Mike Russell as 

Regional Chairman Western Cape and Graham Mould as Regional Chair-

man Eastern Cape. Natal and the Free State were vacant at that time.   
 

The LIASA membership has regrettably reduced to 145 paid-up mem-

bers,   possibly due to the curtailing forces of the SANAS accreditation. 

New LIASA membership cards were issued to all present at the September 

2014 Conference, who had paid their subs. The balance will be posted as 

soon as the GPO service resume to normal, inclusive of the relevant CPD 

advice forms. Remember that proof has to be retained in case you are called 

on to present them to ECSA. Membership of LIASA ensures an ECSA 

subscription rebate more than  equal to the LIASA subscription, being a 

motivator to engender or retain LIASA membership.   □ 

 
EDUCOM COMMUNICATIONS 

 
Educom’s contact logistics, where you speak to … 

The Editor  -  Bonnie Peden  
 

Office: (011) 869-4975 
Telefax: (011) 869-2122                  

E-mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za 
 

                             PO Box 899,  Southdale,  2135 
PO Box 38708, Booysens, 2016 

 

Please forward us your newsworthy articles and photos for dis-
sémination to all our colleagues around the RSA. 
 

Articles contributed to Educom are evaluated by ECSA as CPD, 
assisting you to achieve your minimum 5 points per year, avera-
ged out over 5-year rolling periods. Remember that … 

 
 

« Ignorance of FACT is no excuse  
for any stated non-compliance » 

 
« Liberty means responsibility  -   
That is why most men dread it » 

 

                                                              George Bernard Shaw 

 
 

We are on the Web  -  go to … 
 www.iliasa.org.za 

The web is maintained by LIASA Chairman Sanjeev Singh 
for the members’ benefit 

New ONR Technology Helps Sailors on the Digital Frontier 

TIME  MANAGEMENT 
 

“The ultimate purpose of effective time-
management is to reduce unnecessary stress and to 
optimize the quality of your life in all your key roles 
in your direct employment as well as your industry” 

 
                                                                                  Jacob M Boule 
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